
What is Your Idea 
to Make World Peace.
Group 1



Our Attitude Toward Peace
”Do you think the world is at peace today?”

-Our thoughts-  
    No, Because
・There are wars going on in some places today.
・There is a gap between the rich and the poor.
・There are conflicts between countries.

”When do you feel peace”
-Our thoughts-
・When I see children play outside.
・When I ate a full meal.
・When I am in a daze.
・When I meet my family



Definition of "World Peace"
What is “World Peace” ?

-Our Opinions-
・Not controlled by power or others.
・No poor country, no food shortage, no energy shortage
・Everyone has rights.
・There is no war.

・The target is “All the peopie in the world”.
・The absence of war or the infringement of unjust rights.
(Even if there were no war, if people have no rights, that is not peace.)



To realize "World Peace"
Everyone in the world working toward One Goal.

・People with the same goals tend to be cooperative

・Set one goal in the world
   (It should be a relatively easy goal to achieve)

・People all over the world work toward that goal.
　We can share in the joy of what we've accomplished.

・A sense of unity is created among people from all over the world.
　Hostility between countries will diminish.It leads to peace.



To realize "World Peace"
Point of view

1.Educational viewpoint
  ・Teaching everyone about their own rights.
  ・Teaching the next generation of children the horrors and costs of war.
  ・History in textbooks differs from country to country. and we have to
      understand the difference.
2.Political viewpoint
  ・Countries get along well with each other.
  ・Improve regulation and monitoring of global financial markets and
      financial institutions, and strengthen enforcement of relevant regulations.

The government has a great responsibility for peace.



To realize "World Peace"

・Appropriate government response

・Eliminate collusion between media and government

・monitor the process through the media to allow the people to fully 
watch the formulation process.

・Go to vote



Going to vote
Voter turnout in each country

・Vietnam 99.3% (1st out of 198 countries)
・Laos 97.9% (2nd out of 198 countries)
------------------------------------------------------------------------
・Taiwan 74.9% (61th out of 198 countries)
・Thailand 74.7% (62nd out of 198 countries)
------------------------------------------------------------------------
・Japan 52.7% (147th out of 198 countries)
   　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(※National elections in 2021)

There is a big difference from country to country
The governments of Vietnam and Laos are implementing Compulsory Voting.



What we can do for ourselves
All people of the world are at peace.

All nations of the world are at peace.

Each government does the right thing.

Go to vote.

We think it is most important to think about what we can do ourselves.



What we can do for ourselves

・Be kind to your neighbors.
・Making myself more relevant
・Experience a lot of things and know a lot of things
・Trying to understand the thoughts of others
・We share each other's things.
　Scramble makes short, sharing makes enough. 

We think it is most important to think about what we can do ourselves.

Small things lead to big things. Let's start with the Small things.


